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Color is a visual perception resulting from the way our eyes interpret light. To describe a
color, we consider three key properties:

Hue: This refers to the type of color, like red, green, or blue. Hue is determined by the1.
spectral wavelength composition of the color.
Chroma (Saturation): Chroma or saturation is the purity of a color. It represents how2.
vivid or muted a color is, ranging from grayscale to the most intense version of that
color. More saturated colors are easily visible from a distance.
Value (Intensity): Value is the lightness or darkness of a color, ranging from black to3.
white. It indicates the relative brightness of a color.

To describe differences in lightness, we often use two-word descriptors like light red or dark
blue. Some hues are naturally lighter or darker; for example, yellow is very light, and violet is
very dark.

The primary colors of illuminated light are red, green, and blue. When combined in pairs,
these colors create magenta, cyan, and yellow, along with all the other visible colors in the
spectrum. The additive combination of these three primary colors results in white.

Colors are often associated with temperature: long-wavelength colors like red are considered
warm, while short-wavelength colors like blue are considered cool.
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Write a short note on history of screen design.4.
What do you mean by graphical user interface ?5.
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What are the methods for gaining an understanding ofusers ?31.
Discuss business and requirement analysis.32.
Designing a website, what kinds of interview questions are appropriate for asking33.
users ?
Explain focus group. What are steps in setting up a focus group ?34.
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Describe the steps for creating electronic survey.36.
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Discuss the perceptual principles that can be used toaid screen functional groupings.45.
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Discuss amount of information.47.
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How to minimize the problems in scrolling ?49.
Discuss about the term ‘Distinctiveness’.50.
Discuss the techniques to provide emphasis.51.
How to convey depth of levels or a three-dimensional appearance ?52.
How information is presented simply and meaningfully ?53.
Discuss about typography.54.
Discuss about information entry and modification screens.55.
What are the types of statistical graphics ?56.
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Discuss intranet and extranet design guidelines.57.
Write short note on statistical graphics58.
Explain the components of statistical graphics.59.
Discuss technical consideration in interface design for : i. Graphical system ii. Web60.
system iii. Other web consideration
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Discuss the guidelines for selecting proper device-based controls.73.
What are selection controls ?74.
Describe the various operable controls.75.
What is text ? How we present and write text ?76.
Discuss text for web pages.77.
Write a short note on message.78.
What are the message box guidelines recommended by Microsoft ?79.
Discuss message box controls.80.
Discuss instructional message in detail.81.
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What is icon ? Write down the characteristics of icons.82.
Explain design process for icons.83.
Describe icon animation and audition.84.
Describe multimedia in detail.85.
What are the uses of color ?86.
What are the problems related to color ?87.
How to choose color ?88.
What is software tool ? What are the commonly usedtools in human computer89.
interface ?
Explain specification method.90.
Describe interface building tools in detail.91.
What are the features of interface building tools ?92.
Explain interaction devices.93.
Describe keyboard and function keys.94.
Describe pointing devices and types of interaction tasks useful for pointing devices.95.
What are the types of pointing devices ?96.
Explain speech recognitions.97.
Discuss speech digitization and generation.98.
Describe image and video displays.99.
What are the characteristics of video display devices ?100.
Write a short note on drivers.101.
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